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Sophy
a. Overview
i. Appearance

b. Registering/Pairing Sophy
Sophy can be paired with Musio during initial setup or anytime thereafter.
Pairing Sophy to Musio during initial setup:
1.
2.
3.

Touch the Sophy-shaped icon on Musio’s face.
Press and hold Sophy’s heart for at least 5 seconds, then bring Sophy near
Musio.
Sophy will automatically pair with Musio.

Pairing Sophy to Musio at a later time:
1.
2.

3.

Open Settings > Sophy through the menu on Musio’s face.
Touch the Sophy-shaped icon on Musio’s face
Press and hold Sophy’s heart for at least 5 seconds, then hold Sophy near
Musio.
Sophy will automatically pair with Musio.

c. Connecting Sophy after Pairing
After pairing is complete, connect Sophy for use by pressing the heart to turn on the
power. Sophy will automatically connect to the paired Musio.
If Musio is in Airplane Mode, Sophy is not going to connect to Musio automatically.
d. Unpairing Sophy
In order to pair a new Sophy to Musio, any Sophy paired previously must be unpaired.
1.
2.
3.

Open Settings > Sophy through the menu on Musio’s face.
After touching and holding a finger to the Sophy icon in the middle of Musio’s
face, drag it up and outside the face.
The current Sophy will be unpaired.

e. Using Sophy
i. Power On / Off
Press lightly on Sophy’s heart to turn the power on.
Press and hold Sophy’s heart until there is a short vibration to turn power off.
ii. Reading/Sensing Data with Sophy
Touch Sophy’s mouth to the surface of the activity materials, being careful to
avoid pushing too hard or scratching them. When data is correctly read, Sophy
will vibrate briefly. Sophy will pause for 1 second after successfully reading the
data before being able to read further data.
iii. Repeating Previously Read Data
While in Tutor Mode, prompt Musio to repeat something you missed by
pressing lightly on Sophy’s heart. Musio will repeat the previous word or
phrase.
f. Morse Code
Sometimes Sophy wants to say things to the user.
At these times, Sophy will vibrate right after the power is turned on.
●
●

To hear what Sophy has to say, briefly press Sophy’s heart.
To ignore Sophy’s message, press and hold Sophy’s heart.

Sophy will vibrate in Morse Code to convey a message. Users can decode Sophy’s
message by looking through the “Morse Code Manual.” Users can then reply to Sophy’s
message by touching the sticker that is included with Sophy. Sophy’s messages can be
replayed by pressing the heart button. Sophy will replay the message in Morse Code by
vibrating.

Sophy’s Morse Code function can be turned on and off by touching Sophy to the
included sticker. ( -> Sophy's Morse Code function can be turned on and off permanently
by touching Sophy to the included sticker.)

Read Before Using
In order to minimize the risk of property damage and avoid personal injury, please read the
following information before using this product.
Handling
Do not hit, crush, or handle the product roughly. Keep away from water. Do not use the product
if it has been damaged.
Temperature and Environment
Use the product in an environment between 5 and 35 degrees Celsius (40 and 95 degrees
Fahrenheit). Keep the product away from heat sources such as open flames and heaters and
avoid direct sunlight. Do not store the product in extreme heat or cold.
Joints and Moving Parts
Do not forcibly bend or rotate the moving parts on the product. Doing so may result in damage
and/or breakage.
Assembly
Be careful to avoid injuries to fingers when assembling the product. In cases where parts seem
difficult to assemble, avoid using excessive force as this can result in damage and/or breakage.
Connector and Connector Port
Carefully insert the connector into the port on the product. Do not use excessive force, as this
can result in damage and/or breakage.
Use of the Product by Children
Care is needed when children are using this product. There is a danger of choking if small parts
are swallowed.
If Irregularities Occur
If you notice abnormal smells or sounds, or see smoke or other irregularities, turn off power to
the product and disconnect all cables.
Repair
Do not attempt to repair the product. Instead, please contact the Musio Support Center with
requests for repairs.
Battery
Do not attempt to replace the battery in the product. Instead, please contact the Musio Support
Center with requests for repairs.

Tampering
Do not attempt to disassemble or rebuild the product.
Charging
Do not use a cable or adapter which has been damaged or cut. Do not attempt to charge the
product in wet or damp places. Avoid touching the power cable more than necessary when it is
plugged in.
Hearing Loss
Do not place the speaker closer than necessary to your ears. There is the risk of hearing loss.
Interference With Other Devices
Be aware of and obey any notices, directions, and prohibitions when using this product near
other electronics. Keep the product a safe distance from medical devices as there is a risk of
interference.
Environments Containing Flammable/Explosive Materials
Do not use this product in environments where flammable or explosive materials are present.
Cleaning
If the product gets dirty, turn off the power and disconnect all cables prior to gently cleaning with
a soft cloth. Avoid getting the product wet when cleaning.
Disposal
Dispose of the product in accordance with local waste disposal policies.
Inquiries
For any product-related issues, questions, or for repair requests, please contact:

